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All three books in the New York Times best-selling trilogy available for the first time in one

convenient bundle "Will you ever let me go?" "No, Nora," he replies, and I can feel his smile in the

darkness. "Never." On the eve of her 18th birthday, Nora Leston meets Julian Esguerra, and her life

changes forever. Stolen away to a private island, she finds herself at the mercy of a powerful,

dangerous man whose touch makes her burn...a man whose obsession with her knows no bounds.

Her enigmatic captor is as cruel as he is beautiful, yet it's his tenderness that devastates her most.

Drawn into his violent world, Nora must find a way to adapt and survive - and find light within the

darkness.
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I really agonized on how many stars I should give this novel and I decided to go with a five because

I realized that just because I didn't like the subject matter, I needed to judge the book on its merits.

That being said it is a well written book that kept me reading even when it upset me. I could not put

it down, literally. It also wasn't the kind of book that one wants to necessarily to read, it says "dark

romance", it's dark but this is not a romance. It is a tale of abuse from the perspective of both the

abuser and the abused. I'm going to attempt to describe the main characters according to what I

thought they were like.Our "hero" Julian, what a sadistic, controlling, emotionally vacant person.

This is your "typical" love story (cough cough) boy sees girl boy thinks she looks like his dead

girlfriend, boy kidnaps girl takes her to island in the South Pacific and keeps her there for over a



year. During that year he rapes her, beats her (he's a sadist) and threatens her into behaving by

threatening the innocent lives of others....that's just the first book...I'm not even going to talk about

second two. Like I said, he is a controlling, obsessive, sadistic psychopath....sure he had a horrible

childhood but damn. Julian was never going to be normal because of his upbringing, NEVER! He's

a criminal. Ok, enough of his bad qualities, his good ones are that he's hot, rich and has a big

penis...I mean it, that's it. He is a despicable character, he's obsessed with the girl and doesn't

realize that what he feels is love. With even all that the author manages to make his character

almost (a big almost) sympathetic. When we see things from his POV, you can see how he thinks

and because of that you can see just how (expletive deleted) he is.The heroine Nora, wow! Poor

girl, talk about wrong place, wrong time. She is kidnapped, raped multiple times, beaten and is

made to endure psychological trauma. From the beginning she trys to think of ways to get away,

trys to remain strong but really in situations like that it'd be hard for anyone. She develops

Stockholm Syndrome and starts to love and need her capturer, some would think that that is being

weak but double damn, how would anyone remain mentally strong. She's an innocent, caring,

strong willed person who's in a hopeless situation and who makes the best out of it. (If that can be

possible)There are people in this world who are just like Julian, uncaring and unfeeling, people who

kill innocent people, people who kill whole families as a message to keep others in line or for

revenge. There are people in this world who have no compunction in taking what they want, no

matter who it affects. This book does not flinch away from this reality and presents this in a

heartbreaking way and even though I will think about the characters often, I don't know if I could

read it again anytime soon.In attempting to gather my thoughts on how I should proceed in my

review I had conflicting views, I couldn't quite do it and I'm sure at some point(s) I will edit this

review. It is a captivating read, you can't but help but think about the characters and try to imagine

yourself in that situation and what you would do if you were in Nora's situation. I would recommend

this book but beware it is heartbreaking and a hard read. There is a "happily " ever after but the

journey, man, what a terrifying ride.

This book series was very JAW DROPPING. I mean I though 50 Shades was scary. This is worse.

How do you fall in love with a man who is a KINGPIN. How do you let go of your past and say I do

to a man who comes from a families full darkness? Now for my review, the beginning of book 1, had

me thinking the beyond the worse for Nora. However, to find out that Julian had lose so many great

people in his life had really hit home for me. I feel like this whole time, before meeting Nora, Julian

was just a walking body without the having a home at all. To travel around the world, day by day



and night. Sleeping on planes and eating alone is very sad for me. However, Nora bring the best of

Julian. In book 2, was the BEST for me. To assume that, Julian had die however really was hurt.

Was evil or pure genis of Ms. Anna Zaires. Book 3, was the sad worse for me. Too lose a small

person, after you are married also hit home. The writing of this book was very well written. Also I

LOVE THE BOOK COVERS. I love authors who think beyond the box. I am looking forward the next

book from these authors. I love AUDIBLE TOO

This material was so much cohesive in its writing than 50 shades. The subject matter is maybe not

the easiest for everyone. It involves rape and Stockholm syndrome two very hard ideas to involve in

a love story. This series took guts to write, and write beautifully the author did.

I bought the Audible version of this series to listen to while I drove cross-country. It was

well-narrated...I will buy Audible books again. Regarding the actual story...It kept me interested. I

found myself alternately cheering and cursing the characters (I'm sure it looked pretty strange to

other drivers traveling alongside me). The story was dark with an element of tenderness (no matter

how hard Julian tried to fight it!). Overall, I would recommend this book to anyone who enjoys spicy

stories with a dash of habanero peppers.

I have mixed feelings about liking this book. Heroine is kidnapped and kidnapper is never really

repentant. At the same time, I couldn't put it down.

This story goes the gamut with emotions. It's dark, gritty, graphic, sensual. The love story of Julien &

Nora is so complex, yet simple.

Absolutely loved loved this series!! I have read this series twice and loved every page! The story is

very intense and yet so sweet!!

I very rarely leave a review but I have to say I loved this book! It's riveting and both characters are

very well put together. I would love to see this Trilogy continued for a couple more books. This story

line has always been one of my hottest fantasies. Now I get to read about it.
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